Y2650  A YANK IN VIET-NAM  (USA, 1963?)
(Other titles: Attack i Viet-Nam; Commandos i djungeln; Commandos in Viet-Nam; Kommando in Vietnam)

Credits:  director, Marshall Thompson; writers, Jane Wardell, Jack Lewis.
Cast:  Marshall Thompson, Enrique Magalona, Mario Bari, Kieu Chinh.
Summary:  War film set in contemporary South Vietnam. Marine Major Benson (Thompson) is captured by the Viet Cong after his helicopter is shot down. Meanwhile, the VC attack a hospital, capture Dr. The and kill his wife. A mute whose life the doctor saved and the doctor’s daughter lead a rescue party. Along the way they liberate Benson who falls for the doctor’s daughter. Eventually, the doctor is saved, but by the time paratroopers arrive to rescue them only Benson, The and his daughter survive.
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